Franklin's Castle is considered this state's most haunted house.
The __ is probably the most haunted location in a house.
A __, the grislier the better, can lead to rumors of a haunting.
The __ Mary was a WWII transport ship, a luxury liner & now a hotel.
The House of the 7 Gables is located in __, MA.
A __ named Chloe is said to haunt the Myrtles Plantation in LA.
Lizzie __'s house in Fall River, MA is now a bed and breakfast.
The Tower of __ has seen many deaths, including Anne Boleyn.
The Mary __ was found abandoned at sea without a crew in 1872.
Dust and __ add to the feeling of a haunted house.
Whaley House, in San Diego, was built where __ once stood.
Carson Mansion has been used as visual template for __ houses.
A ghost knocks on doors at Ballygally Castle in Northern __.
Dolley Madison's ghost has been seen at The __ House in DC.
A nun is thought to haunt the Borley __ in Essex, England.
The Stanley Hotel was immortalized in Stephen King's The __.
A butler and one of the owners haunts __ Mansion in Rhode Island.
The devil supposedly plays cards in a room in Glamis Castle in __.
Winston __ had a run in with President Lincoln in the White House.
Bagpipes and beating drums have been heard in __ Castle, Scotland.
The Haunting of ____ is a novel by Shirley Jackson.
Michael Jackson's ghost has been seen on camera at his __ Ranch.
Marilyn Monroe & Montgomery Clift haunt The Hollywood __ Hotel.
The __ Horror House was made into a movie franchise.
The __ Mystery House in San Jose, CA, was built over 38 years.
Illinois __ Cemetery is home to Mary, a vanishing hitchhiker.
The haunted LaLaurie Mansion is located in the __ of New Orleans.
The Chambers Mansion is in the __ neighborhood of San Francisco.